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Special Thanks To:
Ai li for admirable resilience in adversity, which made a bad situation
much easier, Xiou ke Xin for patience and understanding, cousin Dan
for a reminder of what it’s like to be young and what it means to be
family, and to my dear departed Uncle Joe for being just what he was;
a whiskey drinking grizzly hunting, big-hearted beer-bellied bushy
bearded pillar of a man who gave the shirt off of his back to anyone
in need and brought immeasurable joy to our family up until his
premature death. He is an inspiration and my hero.
+886 for support and www.englishintaiwan.com and www.therealtaiwan.com for cooperation, the monks of Burma for showing us all
the meaning of courage, Peter Joseph for Zeitgeist and a truly critical
perspective, Bright Eyes for layin’ out George W. in straight poetic
genius on the Tonight Show, and Garret and Steve for thinking more
and believing less.
The views expressed within are the creative insights of xpats into the
nature of love, travel, politics, language and cultural relativity. They
don’t necessarily reflect the views of Xpat Magazine, but have been
created for us by our xpat brethren and deserve our respect.

Your ad belongs
here
Xpat is seeking advertisers
islandwide

We currently distribute in Taichung, Tainan and
Kaohsiung, and are growing fast.
All work is done by volunteeers. Advertising
pays only for printing. Thus, advertising in Xpat
is the most affordable way to reach the foreign
community in South Taiwan.
The deadline to submit your ad to the next issue, Winter ‘07, is Sunday February 24th.

For more information and prices go to
www.xpatmag.com/advertise.htm
xpatadvertising@gmail.com

Xpat is always looking for talented individuals to contribute writing, art, photography and layout/design.
If you’re interested in expanding your portfolio and working with the most creative and exciting magazine in Taiwan go to:

www.xpatmag.com/submit.htm
or call Matt: 0916 214051
Photographers / Artists / Designers Contact: xpatpictures@gmail.com
Writers Contact: xpatsubmissions@gmail.com
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Letter from the Editor

新增!內文色塊選字可至第51頁中英語匯對照

On Celebrity, LoveThis
and
Affectation
Magazine is an Aphrodisiac

I

often receive compliments from strangers about Xpat
Magazine. A lot of people treat me differently when I
tell them that I’m Xpat Magazine’s Managing Editor.
They become more interested in my opinion. They let me
cut in front of them in line and they buy me drinks. Although I should find this flattering, it usually makes me feel
uncomfortable.
This is because I’ve yet to achieve the goal that I sought by
starting Xpat. I started Xpat Magazine so that I could write
what I wanted to write. But as far as writing goes, I’m far
from the likes of Dostoyevsky, Austen, Camus, Hemmingway, Woolf, Theroux, Whitman, Kerouac and all the others
who have so eloquently constructed order from the disarray of love, conquest and folly that comprises the human
universe. In that sense I’ve not yet even begun to succeed.
So, although Xpat has achieved meager success, I’ve thus far
failed to achieve my ultimate goal.
Now, after running Xpat for the past two years, I still don’t
like telling people what I do. I don’t feel that I deserve the
customary courtesies that follow. I often refrain from telling
people about my involvement with the magazine unless it’s
necessary. But that rarely matters because others usually do
the telling for me.
This problem is intensified when it enters my romantic life.
It’s no secret that single white men are romantically in demand in Taiwan. So, for me, being a reasonably attractive
white guy, it’s not too difficult to meet single women. But
when I’m introduced as a ‘the guy who runs Xpat’, my attractiveness increases exponentially. Women who were indifferent to me suddenly feign interest. Once they think that I’m
not just another English teacher (which I am), they seem to

find me extraordinarily interesting – even on off nights when
I’m about as charismatic as a republican having an enema.
Don’t get me wrong. I have some attractive qualities. But
none are as powerful an aphrodisiac as this magazine. I’ve
even met some women who appeared to be completely willing to sleep with Xpat Magazine with no concern for the
body attached to it, and acted as though my personal involvement would be a trivial inconvenience.
To the average guy this probably sounds great. But for me,
being interested in meeting women of like mind and personality, this special status creates a problem. When a woman
shows interest in me, I can’t help but wonder, is it me? Or is
it the magazine? If I’m going to date a person I prefer it to
be because we connect in a swirl of psychological and carnal
confusion – not because she’s impressed with my resumé.
It makes me wonder why anyone would want to be rich or
famous. I’m just a minor local personality who has had minor success– yet these problems, on my small scale, are great
enough to cause me concern. I feel that I now understand,
in a small way, some of the problems of fame that drove Kurt
Cobain to wrap his lips around the barrel of a shotgun.
But, this chapter of my life will soon end and I will once again
be just another unemployed writer. I’m sure that sometimes
I’ll miss the attention, but more often I won’t. And you
can be sure that if I ever do write a book that ascends into
the pantheon of literary magnum opuses you won’t find my
name on the cover, nor my picture in the jacket.
If I have my way, nobody will ever know.
Reclusively Yours,

Many of you probably wonder, after reading my previous
letter from the editor, why I’m still the editor of Xpat. It’s
because the search for the elusive managing editor who
will take my place continues. If you’re interested in this
position please drop me a line at xpatmag@gmail.com

Matt Gibson
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From the Desk

新增!內文色塊選字可至第51頁中英語匯對照

Proportion of shops in Sicily that regularly pay money to the Mafia according
to a recent report by the Italian Retailer’s
Association: 8 out of 10

These findings as explained by the
head of this study, Miriam Law Smith:
“Women are effectively advertising their
general fertility with their faces”

Percent of Italy’s annual total economic
output ‘filtered off’ by the Mafia (same
source): 7%

Percentage of Japanese women who believe that they’re in love: 63

The total in Euros (same source): $120
Billion per year
Top four bribe-paying countries in the
world ranked by amount of bribes paid
by domestic companies: 1. China 2.
South Korea 3. Taiwan 4. Italy
Number of prisoners per 100,000 citizens in Taiwan: 250
Number of prisoners per 100,000 citizens in Canada: 116
Number of prisoners per 100,000 citizens in the United States: 715 (the most
in the world)

Conclusion of a Canadian study regarding the fertility of women who walk sexily: Women walk most sexily during the
least fertile periods of their menstrual
cycles
Conclusion of a British study regarding the attractiveness of different gazes:
Looking at a person’s eyes is sexiest
Conclusion of a British study regarding
female attractiveness and fertility: Fertile women are more attractive
The reason: High levels of estrogen affect skin texture and bone development

Percentage of Japanese men who believe
that they’re in love: 41
Percentage of separated or divorced
Americans who believe that marriage
should be forever: 80
Number of calories burned by kissing
for one minute: 26
Percentage by which your chances of
getting seriously ill increase if you’re in
an unhappy marriage: 35
Number one reason cited by American
women as the reason for their most recent breakup: Infidelity

Reason for application of the patch cited by doctors: early menopause brought
on by surgery
Social impact of Viagra in an unidentified American town that underwent
Viagra test-trials, according to Ferment
Magazine (who attribute this information to anonymous informants from
the medical community): Wife rape increased three-fold
Pfizer Corporation’s reaction to the trial
results (same source): They “cancelled
the contract, destroyed the records and
denied that any such experiment had
ever taken place”
Reason that Pfizer, Bayer, GlaxonSmithKline and Lilly have made erectile-dysfunction drugs available to US Military
interrogation squads (same source): To
“enhance the effectiveness of anal-rape
during interrogation”
Response of one Lilly ISOC representative to this assertion (same source): “If
anal rape is one of the tools required for
the building of the American Century,
I’ll [sic] all for it”
Amount of money American men spent
on erectile enhancement therapies in
1996: USD$25 Million

Number one reason cited by American
men as the reason for their most recent
breakup: They “grew apart”
Activities men most commonly engage
in to get over a breakup: get drunk and
date someone new (not necessarily in
that order)
Activities women most commonly engage in to get over a breakup: cleaning,
shopping and writing in a journal

Total sales of the top three erectile drugs
in 2006: USD$3 Billion
Reason 4.2 million units of the popular
children’s toy Bindeez were recalled in
November: the easy to swallow beads
from a batch manufactured in China
were found to be coated in a chemical
combination that, when swallowed,
transform into the ‘date rape drug’
GHB X

The percentage increase in ‘satisfying
sex’ reported by women using the female ‘sex boost patch’ Intrinsa: 74

Where is the Life we have lost in living? Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
~ T.S. Eliot
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BETEL NUT DAILY
ALL THE NEWS WITHOUT SENSE OR REASON
September -November, 2007
by Eryk Smith
please direct all hate mail to eryksmith@gmail.com

Chen Bids for 2022 Winter Olympics

China Bans Reincarnation

Rapers, Taipei

Sino Home Information Times, Beijing

On the heels of a high-publicity campaign to join the United Nations under the name ‘Taiwan,’ today President Chen Shui-bian announced plans to bid for the 2022 Winter Olympics.

The State Administration of Religious Affairs for the People’s Republic of China announced Order No. 5-100-3-A.6 this month, a
law covering “management measures for the reincarnation of living
Buddha’s in Tibet.”

“If we love Taiwan enough and have enough faith in our homeland,
anything is possible,” said the president at a meeting held by the Independent Formosan Patriotic Non-Partisan Sports Council.

The government-appointed caretaker of Tibetan religious freedom,
Dr. Tratur Suoldoutt, hailed the new regulations. “This law is an important move to institutionalize management of reincarnation,” said
Dr. Suoldoutt. “For far too long monks have been dying and randomly reanimating in some child’s body. This chaotic unrevolutionary behavior must cease. From today the law will prohibit Buddhist
monks from returning from the dead without official government
permission. Finally, some order has been brought to this thousandsof-year-old cycle of birth and rebirth.”
In the future, dying monks will have to submit official “about-todie” clearance forms (2 black and white 12X2 cm. headshots required) with a processing fee of RMB 444. After the monk’s sanctioned death, the government will begin seeking a suitably patriotic
reincarnated replacement.

President Chen demonstrating the direction opposite of that in which
his approval rating is going.

Chen’s plan depends on several factors. “Firstly, by then global
warming should have kicked in enough by then to give us snow,”
said Chen aide Su Tu-pi. “Secondly, like the president said, if the
people of Taiwan really believe and want this to happen, faith can
cause miracles”

The Chinese government also strangely announced that many of the
recently deceased monks have been reincarnated as Han Chinese
businessmen who will move to Tibet to carry on their religious duties. When criticized for the practice by western media, State Minister for Patriotic Religious Affairs, Ju Da-su, reacted angrily. “Please
not to be interfering in China internal religious affair!” said Ju. “We
monk is happy monk and they are love Comrade Hu. These monk
wish piss inside Dalai Lama mouth. Only these monk be reborn.”
X

“Ice skating events could be held on the will-be-frozen Danshui
River, a ski-jump platform could be attached to the 101 Building,
the giant slalom will come down Yangminshan and, so as not to
leave the south out, the cross-country skiing event could be held on
the plains between Chiayi and Kaohsiung. We’re also considering
holding the curling event in Penghu to showcase our winter island
potential,” said Su.
President Chen also said that Taiwan will be in a much better position to hold the Olympic games after the DPP wins both the legislative and presidential election in 2008, re-writes the constitution in
2009, becomes an independent country in 2010, joins the U.N. in
2011 and again wins the presidential election of 2012 and launches
a manned mission to Jupiter in 2014. X

Young Kyabje Kalu hopes to one day return as an an honorable
Chinese toy manufacturing tycoon

*some images have been digitally altered
Xpat Magazine Winter 2007
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By Sal Paradisio
Artwork by Cole Swanson

W

hat is it
about
t h i s
waitress that makes
her so attractive? Is
it simply because I
see her every day at
my favorite restaurant?
Is that all it requires? Just
seeing her every day? Is this attraction only about familiarity?
Not that she’s without certain qualities, mind you: she’s pretty with a
cute disarming smile. She kind of skates as she walks, making everyone
else look like they’re dragging their feet. She always throws her head to
the side when she talks, too. I especially like that. I really don’t know
why. But that’s what attraction is all about: those idiosyncratic touches
that appeal to you.
Or is it just about the tits? No, it’s not about the tits. Not that she has
any anyways. She is attractive - but so what? There are loads of goodlooking women out there. It’s been a while since I really had the hots
for someone.
I eat at this restaurant all the time, so I see her often and am therefore
obliged to think of her romantically. Other waitresses work here too, but
she’s the nicest by far. All the others are all about 12 and a bit ropey. I’m
28. She’s about 24. We talk sometimes, but we’ve never had that magical
spark of reciprocation and ease that comes when like minds meet. That
doesn’t happen often, but when it does, it’s great.
It happened with Julia. Julia’s my ex-girlfriend. I knew immediately that
something unusual was happening. Not necessarily love, but something
extraordinary. She laughed at all my jokes – not in a fawning way, but
like someone with exactly the same sense of humor as me.
With this girl it’s more like an awkward but polite dance of potential
lovers.
So it seems that this current inflammation, this stirring of my soppy
soul, is due to one small thing: repetition. It’s like product placement—
it’s all about the closest fanny. Freud or somebody probably said as much
a hundred years ago. In the absence of genuine romance, we invent it
- or something like that. I guess that’s what I’m doing. I can’t believe it’s
never occurred to me before.

I synthetically fall for strangers all the time and I don’t think I’m
gonna’ stop. Every time I see a new and reasonably attractive
face appear on my daily rounds I can’t help but subconsciously
burden it with my ideals of perfect love - whatever they may be and if my inner-computer-dating-machine registers better than
an 80% possibility of a blissful ever-after, I have restless nights
over a person I don’t know, and probably never will. I imagine
it all – walking our dogs, retired, in the south of France reflecting on our wonderful lives and creaming the profits off our ludicrously successful children; all ending in a hopelessly tragic
cancer stricken suicide pact. It happens often and usually comes
to nothing.
Sometimes, in the real world, I might say hello and ask her out
- observing how her delicate shoulders have handled the weight of
my projected perfections. It’s a bit crazy, isn’t it, to go so far along
before you’ve even seen what color their knickers are or before you
know their last name? But I’m sure most of us do it. It happens in
a matter of seconds.
Incidentally, I ended up asking the waitress out. She said no. I asked
her on the steps outside the restaurant, opposite the park, while I
was playing with a maddeningly cute stray puppy. It was an excellent moment. I had the puppy in my arms. I thought I was a
shoo-in. I quite obviously wasn’t. She told me she was too busy and
even rubbed salt in the wound by pacifying me with the classic ‘but
maybe some other time...’
I feigned a smile, shrugged and watched the cracks form on another
impossible fantasy. To be honest I really didn’t care. She was just someone I’d seen around a lot. There hadn’t been any meeting of minds
or even a shared joke between us; no mutual appreciation of anything that could’ve led to
a belief that this was a chance for something real. It would’ve been nice to have
taken her away from her work and talk and
learn more about her. But she wasn’t up
for it, I guess.
I watched the cracks form on fantasy
#165 and it petrified and disintegrated
before my eyes. But, like most dreams,
it was good while it lasted.
Just a shame she turned out to be a
lesbian.

The gift of fantasy has meant more to me than my talent for absorbing positive knowledge
~ Albert Einstein

X
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something
w

By Peter Woolman

“Would it kill you to write something romantic for a change?”
The Author’s Girlfriend
“I saw a dead frog this morning.”

that?”

I looked down. It was Sita, the skinny Hindu kid from next
door.

“San Diego, I believe, has an excellent zoo.”
“Why are men such shits?”

Sita liked to assault me on my way to my Honda with the
morning headlines: her brother pooped in his pants, her
mom got drunk and peed on the floor – urgent information.
“Great,” I said. “What did you do?”
She shrugged. “It was dead,” she said.
“Too bad. You could have kissed it. It might have been a
prince.” I said and got in my car, leaving her to contemplate

“You’re sure this is for
your zombie friend, and
not yourself?”
what might have been.
At work, Laura from marketing was trolling for victims by
the coffee machine. I quickly debated – peace vs. caffeine
– and walked in.
“How’s it going?” I asked.
Laura rolled her eyes.
“Next question,” she said.
“How’s the coffee?”

16
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I made a move for the main office, but she blocked the doorway and started preaching: men - bad, women - good. As
usual, she sounded like an angry Cosmo article. My mind
wandered to her breasts. They were ample, but not too large
with good shape and lift. How much credit, I wondered,
was owed to the bra?
“Mumfenm?”
“Excuse me?” I said.
“Maybe we could have lunch.”
“Sure,” I said, using the hole in conversation to escape to
my desk.
My ‘work’ involves one hour of calling clients, two hours of
writing emails and five hours of waiting to go home. It’s a
soul-sucking waste of a life but it’s easy. Any ambition I may
have had was kicked out of me long ago. Besides, my job
was going to be outsourced to India. How did this happen?
Wasn’t I supposed to be something else? Married, at least?
As late as my mid-20s I was infected with enough passion to
take life by the throat. I wanted to open a shaved-ice kiosk.
But what I mistook for life’s head was in fact its ass. Life
farted in my face and kicked me in the balls.
I shook the memory out of my head. So what if I’d hit
middle age a little early? It doesn’t do any good to dwell
on life’s trajectory. Besides, I had lunch with Laura’s tits to
look forward to.
That evening I was lying on the couch eating chips off my
chest otter-style, and getting ready to masturbate when
there was a knock on the door. It was the kid, Sita.

“I can’t believe Tom,” she said, putting her cup down for
emphasis. Tom was her on/off boyfriend. “You know what
he did?”

“Hi,” she said. “Do you have any pizza?”

“No.”

“Macaroni and cheese?”

“He cancelled our weekend in San Diego. Can you believe

“No.”

“No,” I said.

新增!內文色塊選字可至第51頁中英語匯對照

romantic
w

“Hamburgers?”
“No,” I said thinking, ‘What kind of Hindu eats hamburgers?’
She looked confused, like she was thinking, ‘What kind of
American doesn’t have hamburgers?’

Maybe it’s best I didn’t get married, I thought. Kids are
strange.
The next morning I saw a decomposing figure watering the
lawn. He looked at me through the eye that wasn’t dangling
out of its socket and grunted.
“Hello, Mr. Parker.”

“What do you have?” she asked.
I looked down. There was Sita.
“Beer,” I said. “And tortilla chips.”
“I guess that’s Albert,” I said.
I thought that was enough to finish the conversation but
we continued standing there looking at each other like morons.

“Yes.”
“Doesn’t say much, does he?”

“Well?” I finally said.
“I’m hungry.”
“Tell your mom.”
“I can’t. Albert ate her.”
“Albert?”

“He’s the living dead,”
I said, “Like Jesus.”

“The prince.”
“What prince?”
“The frog prince,” she sighed, positioning herself as the
alpha-moron. “I kissed the frog, like you told me, and it
turned into a prince.”

“I think his vocal cords have decomposed,” she said. “Do
you want to come to a dinner party tonight? Albert would
like to thank you for the beer.”

“I thought you said it was dead.”

“What are you having?”

“It was. Albert’s a zombie prince. That’s why he ate mom’s
brains. Could I have some tortilla chips? And maybe a beer
for Albert?”

“My brother.”
“I’ll think about it,” I said. I’d never been invited to a dinner
party before.

I handed her half a bag of Tostadas and a Beck’s. I said,
“You’re sure this is for your zombie friend, and not yourself?
I could get in big trouble if your mother found out.”

At work, as expected, Laura was haunting the coffee machine.

“Mom’s dead,” she reminded me.

“Hi Laura,” I said. “How’s Tom?”

“Just checking.”

She rolled her eyes. Things were even worse. She didn’t
know how much longer she could ignore his caviler attitude before she cut it off. I nodded hoping that ‘it’ referred
to the relationship.

I shut the door and went back to the couch.

Romance has been elegantly defined as the offspring of fiction and love
~ Benjamin Disraeli
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“Would you like to go to a dinner party with me?” I asked. “I
know you have this thing with Tom. It would be as friends.
It would be a great favor. My neighbor invited me.”
“I don’t know.”

and an unidentifiable meat dish. It was very good. We talked about the weather and television programs. Sita laughed
a lot and Laura laughed back. I checked my watch a few
times. Albert didn’t say anything; Laura must have found
this odd because finally, wanting to include him in the conversation, she leaned towards him.

“I’d be in your debt forever,” I added.
“Well, if that’s the case…” she said, and gave me her phone
number.
That day I didn’t think about Indians stealing my job. I
had a date with Laura. I called Sita and told her that dinner was a go. Laura wasn’t God’s gift to conversation, but
when you’re alone long enough anybody is better than nobody. My plan was to rush through dinner, say goodbye,
and segue to my place for drinks. If drinks didn’t work, I’d
show her my collection of vintage tuna cans. Or my high
school yearbook. It didn’t matter. I’d have even listened to
her problems till dawn if she’d let me see her breasts.
We arrived at eight.
“Thank you for coming,” Sita said, showing us inside. It was
the first time I’d been in an immigrant’s house. It looked
the same as any other, except for the pictures of gurus and
foreign landscapes.
On the way to the dining room Linda whispered, “How
old is she?”

“So Albert,” she said, making eye contact. “What do you
do for a living?”
Albert leapt across the table, grabbed Linda by the ears and
ripped her head off.
“ALBERT!” Sita shouted. “YOU PIG!”
But it was too late. Albert had already flipped the skull over
and was sucking out her brains.

“You could have kissed
it. It might have been
a prince.”

“Eleven.”

“I’m so sorry,” Sita said. “His manners are atrocious.”

We reached the dinner table. Albert was already seated,
smoking a pipe through his throat.

“It’s okay,” I said, disappointed.

“Is he okay?” Laura whispered, pointing at Albert. “He
looks a little under the weather.”

Albert burped. He dropped the empty skull, crushed it like
a beer can and kicked it across the room. He leaned back
and began to snore.

“Six feet under, to be precise.”

“Well,” I said. “I better go.”

“What?”

Sita followed me to the door.

“He’s the living dead,” I said, “like Jesus.”

“I’m so sorry,” Sita said.

“He smells strange.”

“No problem,” I replied. “We are what we are.”

“The stink of everlasting life.”

“Maybe we should try to do this again sometime?”

“Well whatever it is, I hope it’s not contagious.”

“Emphasis on the ‘maybe’,” I said, forcing a smile, and
made my way home, alone, to contemplate what might
have been. X

We began. Sita had made chicken tikka, vegetable masala
They spoil every romance by trying to make it last forever
~ Oscar Wilde
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When I first moved to Taiwan I had a lot of
trouble meeting girls. Everybody told me
how much Taiwanese girls love foreign
guys, yet I couldn’t seem to hold a conversation with a Taiwanese girl for more than
a few sentences before it would sink into
silence. Back home, at the University of Oregon, you’d rarely find me alone on a Saturday night. Yet, for my first eight months
here, I couldn’t get a date.
I think it had something to do with being
away from home for the first time. Leaving
my friends and familiar haunts for the erratic bustle of Hsinchu drained my confidence.
My friends didn’t help much either. I was
the butt of nearly every joke they made. By
my eighth sexless month in Taiwan I was
entirely prepared to sleep with anything
possessing the proper anatomical machinery. Then, finally, in the middle that eighth
lonely month, it looked like the tables were
going to turn. One Thursday, my friend Tod
invited me over to his place.
“Alright Marco (everyone calls me Marco
because of my last name),” he said. “We’re
going to get you laid. This girl I used to
work with, Annie, called me today. We’re
going out with her and one of her friends
later.”
“Awesome! What’s she like?”
“Well, to be honest, she’s not very attractive. I mean, she’s not bad, but she’s not
super hot or anything.”
“Dude, I don’t even care.”
”I know you don’t, buddy,” he replied, patting my shoulder. “She’s really into foreigners, but I don’t think she’s ever actually dated one, so she’ll probably go for anything
white.”
“Perfect!” I said.
We got to the club and found the girls
dancing and in fine spirits. The bar had an
all-you-can-drink special, and the liquor
flowed freely. By the end of the night Annie
and I were dead drunk standing outside
of the bar talking about something overwhelmingly important. Annie entered her
telephone number into my cell phone for
me (because I was too drunk to do it), and
we made plans to meet on Saturday. Then
she kissed me goodnight.
I floated through work the next day. I barely noticed my students as my head swirled
with dreams of my impending date. After
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work my boss called me into his office. He
told me that I needed to go to Kaohsiung
the next day (Saturday) to fill in for a teacher whose mother had died. I was the only
foreign teacher in our small chain who
didn’t already work on Saturdays. He said
they’d pay for my travel time, but this was
little consolation.
I tried to call Annie that night to tell her I
wouldn’t be able to see her Saturday, but
her phone was off, so I sent her a text. The
next day, as I sat half-asleep on the train,
my phone rang. I looked at the display. It
was a private number. I answered.
“Hello.”
“Hello,” replied a soft female voice. “Do you
know who this is?”
“It’s Annie, right?”
“Yes. What are you doing?”
“I’m on the train to Kaohsiung. Did you get
my message?”
“No. Sorry, I forgot to give you my new telephone number.”
“Your new number came up on my telephone as a private number. You should
text it to me,” I said
“I will. What are you doing tonight?”
“I’m going to Kaohsiung. I have to sub
there today.”
“Are you going out tonight?”
“I don’t know. I have to work pretty late. I
might spend the night in Kaohsiung.”
“Ok. Maybe I’ll talk to you tomorrow.”
“Ok. Bye”
The conversation left me with a queer feeling. Oddly, Annie sent me a text later saying
that it was ok that I couldn’t make our date,
and she’d call me next week. After work,
some of the other foreign teachers invited
me out for a drink. Of course, on Saturday
night in Taiwan you don’t go out for a drink
– you go out for twenty – which I did. After
the bar I got on a bus back to Hsinchu. I arrived at my apartment after sunrise and fell
asleep to the sound of birds chirping.
I woke up on my couch in my clothes
around dinnertime. I felt like hell. I drank
It is with our passions, as it is with fire and water, they are good servants but bad masters
~ Aesop
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two big glasses of water and then went to 7Eleven and bought some dumplings and Doritos for dinner. Then I went to the video store
and picked up a movie.

“I want to come to your house right now and
get on that bed with you.” I whispered desperately.

Tod and told him everything that had happened with Annie – focusing mostly on the
phone sex.

She asked, “Where do you live?” and then she
started moaning very loudly. Suddenly the line
went dead and I heard three beeps – the same
sound you get when you’re talking to somebody and their phone runs out of pre-paid
minutes.

“Does that sound like something that Annie
would do?” I asked him.

Damn it! I decided to try the phone number
that she’d given me at the bar. It rang five times
before somebody answered. A child’s voice
shouted “Dan yi xia” (wait a moment),” before
audibly dropping the phone and running away.
A moment later Annie picked up the phone.

“I think I know,” he told me. “She sounds like
this psycho chick from Taipei that started calling me about six months ago. Was it a private
number?”

She had a silky voice, smooth like running water. I had muted the movie and she was in a
quiet room, so all I could hear was her soft liquid voice. We chatted a bit about our Saturday
nights. Then she asked me what I was doing.

“Sorry, that was my little sister,” she said.

“Do you have any Taiwanese girls on your Facebook that you don’t know?”

“Watching a movie,” I replied.

“Pardon me?”

“At home?”

“Come on. You’ve got me so turned on. Don’t
you want me to…(insert inappropriate activity
discussed in our previous conversation)…or…
(insert borderline-illegal-in- most-countries
activity from our previous conversation)? Can’t
you get away?”

After I ate and drank a few more glasses of water, I started to feel better. I put in the movie
and lit a cigarette. About 20 minutes later my
phone rang – private number.
“Hello?”
“Hi,” replied the soft female voice.
“Annie?”
“Yes.”

“Yes.”
“Do you live alone?”
“Yes.”
“Are you alone?”
“Yes,” I replied, beginning to feel aroused by
the intonation of her questions.

“That’s ok,” I replied. “So, why don’t you tell me
where you live so that I can come and pick you
up?”

“My family is visiting right now.”
“Oh. Are they staying the night?”
“No, they’ll probably leave in a few hours.”

“No way. She’s way too straight.”
“Shit! Who did I talk to then?”

“Yeah.”

“Yeah.”
“Oh, dude. It was totally her.”
Tod told me about how he had been using
Facebook to meet as many Taiwanese girls as
he could. One night a girl called him out of the
blue, pretending to be somebody else, and
trying to have phone sex with him. When he
figured out that the girl was lying he confronted her, and then she got really abusive. She
wouldn’t stop calling him. It went on for about
six months. Tod told me he wasn’t the only foreign guy she’d verbally assaulted. He named
several of our friends who’d received calls from
this mystery foreigner phone rapist.

“What are you wearing?” I don’t remember
what I told her, but I definitely didn’t tell her
about the dirty old Pokemon boxers and wifebeater that I was wearing.

“Well, give me a call after they’ve gone, ok?”

For a moment I was relieved to have solved the
mystery. Then I remembered...

“Ok, I’ll give you a call if I’m up,” she said hesitantly.

“Jesus man! Do you know what I said to Annie
when I called her? I’m so screwed.”

“I’m wearing a t-shirt and panties lying on my
bed. Do you like that?”

Our conversation felt strange – how could she
go from being so eager to so cold so quickly?

“What did you say to her?”

Annie had obviously done this before. She led
the conversation, as I stumbled on apprehensively, unsure what to say, wanting to sound
sexy without being crude. About fifteen minutes later she was moaning into the phone.

The next night I sent her a text.

“Why don’t you come over?” I pleaded.
She didn’t reply. She just kept on moaning and
talking.
“Come on. It’ll be way more fun. I’ll come and
pick you up.”
“Tell me what you want to do to me,” she replied.
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“What are you doing tonight?”
She replied, “I’m going to the night market
with my sister.”
Another cold reply. It annoyed me, so I wrote
back, ‘if you want to hang out sometime give
me a call. Btw; you forgot to give me your new
number.’

I told him. He laughed. “Well, maybe she’ll
think you were joking. She probably doesn’t
even know what a tarp is – or Crisco.”
“Dude, what am I going to do? She’s never going to want to date me now.”
“She’s a nice girl. Give her a call and tell her
what happened. I’ll vouch for you.”
“You think I should?”

She replied, “Ok, but I only have one phone
number.”

“You’ve got no other choice, have you?”
“I suppose. Can you call her for me first, and explain what happened?”

What? Only one telephone number? I called

“Sure buddy. I’ll text you when I’m done.”

I waited, chain-smoking nervously. Tod texted me
forty-five minutes later. It said, ‘She sounds pissed.
Good luck’.
I called.
“Hello?”
“Hi. It’s me, Marco. So, uh, did you talk to Tod?”
“Yes I did,” she replied flatly.
“Did he tell you everything?”
“He told me something.”
“Oh.”
“I told my foreign friend Rachel what you say to me,”
she told me.
I cringed. I work with Rachel.
“I ask her if that’s something normal for foreigners to
do. She say no. She say you are very strange. She say I
should not talk with you.”
“Look, I’m really sorry,” I pleaded. “I really thought that
girl on the phone was you. I’m a nice guy, really. I’ve
never done anything like that before.”
Annie started laughing.
“I’m sorry. Don’t cry. I just talk bullshit. Tod tell me to.
I’m not angry. When you call I just take it as a joke.”
“Really?”
“Really.”
“Ok. So, you still wanna go out this week?”
“Sure. How about tomorrow?”
“Excellent,” I said. “So, did Rachel really say I was
strange?”
“Yeah. But she also says it must be mistake. She says
you’re good boy.”
I was relieved.
“She say something else, too.”
“What?”
“She say that Crisco and tarp is a very good trick. But I
don’t know what that is. Can you tell me?”
“It’d better tell you tomorrow. It helps if I can draw a
picture.” X

The happiness of a man in this life does not consist in the absence but in the mastery of his passions
~ Alfred Lord Tennyson
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My first impression of Wat Taksin is that it’s nothing like

the glittering well-kept temples of Bangkok. The stark white
and vibrant reds here are muddled and dull. The foundations
are mud flecked. The temple wall is crumbled and even entirely collapsed in some areas. The gate, which at some point
was a beautiful ironwork, has only one side intact. The other
leans precariously against the temple wall among a knot of
weeds looping around it like little hands. Welcome to Isan.
At the temple, Phra Maha is greeted with respectful wais by
groups of chattering old ladies, while the men squat about
the fringes smoking cone shaped cigarettes. He seems very
happy to be home once again in his village.
“Boy, You okay now? Happy?” he asks.
“It’s nice to finally be here, yes.”
“No problem. You wait here. Monk go home see Mother,
okay?”
“Okay,” I replied.
The villagers shyly retreat to the village leaving me to sit on
the steps of the Sala. It’s quiet here – a still, dusty silence.
The other monks, if there are any, have yet to show themselves. I begin to wonder if the temple is abandoned. It certainly appears to be. Perhaps that’s why the people are so
glad to see Phra Maha. Now they at least have one monk.
At that moment I see three old monks at the far end of the
grounds making their way through a tangle of dilapidated
huts. They’re heading right for me, but don’t acknowledge
me. As they grow nearer I happily wai them and say ‘hello’.
One of them with a kind face frosted with stubble addresses
me in halting English and, leaning in for emphasis, says to
me, “I love you!”
He then abruptly produces a piece of paper from the recesses of his robes. On it is a colorful advertisement featuring kittens toying with a ball of yarn. The old monk then pointed
proudly at the kittens, smiled, and said, “I love kitten, hmm...
I love you!”

Love is a canvas furnished by Nature and embroidered by imagination
~ Voltaire

“Thank you!” I replied, “I love you.”

“Sesechechee love you. Love kitten…” he continues proudly.
I assume Sesechechee is his name because he repeats this
several times while pointing at himself.
Except for grunts and nods of approval the other two monks
say nothing as they stand beaming with delight. Sesechechee then proceeds to again rifle through his robes, this
time producing a soiled legal envelope containing several
battered and soiled king-sized cigarettes. Unfortunately one
of the conditions regarding my stay is that I quit smoking so,
with great pains, I decline.
Satisfied with the exchange, the three old monks grunt
something in Thai to which I cheerfully respond, “Okay!” and
then they leave me lingering in a marvelous cloud of cigarette smoke.
Alone again on the steps I watch the chickens peck around
the fringes of the village. Along the temple wall there are
several concrete game tables, their checkerboard tops
fractured and crumbled. The benches set around them are
propped up with chunks of other decaying tables. I watch
as a small plastic bag skids across the ground, snagging the
underbrush and flapping in protest. I contemplate the dirt
under my nails, the mingled filth of the journey from Bangkok. There is a yellowish stain upon my ankle. Seven hours
in the back of a pick-up. Now the fine dust of Isan coats my
feet and sticks to my brow. I imagine the amount of mud my
sweater could produce if wrung out. I stink. And I really want
Sesechchee—or whatever his name is, to come back so I can
smoke. X
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The Homefront

Zen, Art10and
B
ooze
years at The Armory
By Matt Gibson
Photography by Garret Clarke

Y

ou may have noticed that Xpat Magazine never prints articles about
bars or restaurants. This is because once an article like that is published; every advertiser will inevitably demand an article about their
own business. So, whenever anyone asks me, I politely refuse. It’s
against our policy.
But when Dumei, the owner of the Armory Pub in Tainan City, asked me to
write an article for the Armory’s 10-year anniversary, I couldn’t say no. Dumei has never refused Xpat anything. She’s our longest running advertiser.
She gave us our business address. She even offered to help pay for the first
issue. So, just to be clear, this article is not a fluffy promotional piece written for an advertiser. It’s a gift to a dear friend for her 10th anniversary.
It’s also one of the most difficult articles I’ve had to write. The Armory is
a gem among pubs. It’s dearer to its patrons that I can say. But how do I
express the je ne sais quoi that makes the Armory so unique, that makes it
a bastion of culture among hordes of novelty pubs, that make it a lump of
jade among the night market junk jewelry?
The Armory has a style and ambience unlike any place I’ve seen in Taiwan or
abroad. Seriously. It’s the kind of place that feels like you can jump on the
bar naked at 4 a.m. (which does happen) without consequence, bring a date
or hold a business meeting. In the evening the Armory has the comfortable
feel of a neighborhood pub, and, as the night evolves into morning, the
Armory generates an atmosphere of abandon as mad as any afterhours club,
except without the ‘what did I do’ regret that usually follows visits to such
shameful establishments.
Afterhours clubs leave customers feeling soiled because they’re dedicated
solely to plying money from debauchery and preying on the inebriated.
When you go to an afterhours club you’re giving your money to some rich
guy, probably a gangster, so he can go drive around in a tinted-out Lexus.

The Armory, though, is not just some meat-market liqur depository with a
trough for a urinal. When you spend money at the Armory you’re giving it
to a philosophy and a cause that you feel good about.
The Armory is a charity, a sponsor of the arts and the child of Dumei, a
kind Buddhist woman. Dumei is the co-founder and main sponsor (with
profits from the Armory), of a Tibetan orphanage, which currently houses
and educates 37 Tibetan children. The Armory also sponsors the Tainan
Phoenix soccer team and Xpat Magazine. Dumei is constantly seeking new
artists and photographers to show their work and she regularly pays artists
NT$5000 to redecorate the men’s washroom (talk to her if you have an
idea). Hell, the bar itself is a work of art. The Armory was constructed by
Dumei’s ex-husband, a sculptor, from the scraps of the military armory that
used to stand in its place. From the bar, to the wooden tables and chairs, to
the frosted windows and monolithic wooden front door, everything in the
bar is, according to Dumei, more than 100 years old.
And then, of course, there’s Dumei herself. Dumei is a mad Zen artist.
She’s been a photographer, and editor and is a respected local historian. But,
above all, Dumei is a Buddhist who meditates daily and returns to Tibet
every year to see her teacher and visit the orphanage. Dumei, and her staff,
treat everyone who comes to the Armory with genuine Buddhist kindness.
This is why the Armory holds a dear place in the hearts of Tainan xpats. The
Armory is a place of goodwill. It’s a home to the lonesome, a sanctuary for
the weary and a friend to the friendless. It’s a volatile mix of Zen, art and
booze. And, because of this, when the party vibrates like a 50cc scooter on
the freeway, your socks have disappeared, a gender-ambiguous couple are
making out in the bathroom and your significant other is dancing on the
stairs in a bra and somebody else’s pants while you do shots off the belly of a
bearded rugby player, you can maintain a sense of dignity -- and there aren’t
many bars you can say that about. X

“everything in the bar is...more than 100 years old”
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Madness
in individuals, but in groups, parties, nations and ages is it the rule
~ Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche
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Text and Artwork By William Walsh

W
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Words are weak cages against the internal.
Words vibrate in the air, leaving physical holes.
And hearts have holes that are never empty.
Words are sand walls built against the dessert.
Mirrors that reflect back the night.
Words are the empty bottom of a dry sea.
As strange as dusty smoke in a foreign bar.
And when hope flees
Words can became anchors.
The fierce winded kite or mummy shroud.
And being alone is the same everywhere.
But being in love is never the same anywhere.
And what has more miles then an empty bed?
And words, black like crows in winter, fly off
Becoming small echoes of the distance past.
And we listen to Frank sing and we eat dumplings.
All sunshine makes a dessert.
And both pigeons and falcons have wings.
And love? Is it a wheel that turns more then once?
Indifferent to the passing of spring,
Renewing itself in the snows of our sorrows?
The hidden language.
A story short of the telling.
The misplaced corner stone.
Are we judged by what is gone?
Is the space around the earth filled with life we can’t see?
Teeming with movement?
Maybe we are the stars?
Or just the backs of ghosts?
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Photography by Steven Vigar
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hen a Kaohsiung advertiser suggested that I interview his mother I rolled my eyes. Advertisers always ask
me to do stupid stuff like that and it’s hard to refuse. When he told me that his mother is one hundred
years old it sounded like a lukewarm story at best, but one I’d have to write to keep his business. But
then he told me that she’d had her feet bound as a child in China and that she would tell us about it.
This woman suddenly transformed from a wearisome fluff assignment into a historical treasure – a living vessel filled with
experiences from a distant, and soon to be extinct, era. I had to interview her.
He told us that he could take us out the following day. I couldn’t go because I had a wedding to attend, but our sales manager, Darryl, could. I quickly jotted down some questions for him to ask her. I called our most active staff photographer,
Steven Vigar, to see if he would shoot her. It would require a two-hour trip (both ways) on short notice, on Sunday no less.
And, of course, he’d have to pay his own way. But when I told him what the assignment was he was like, “Hell yeah. Where
do I meet them?”
This interview is the product of two translations: the translation of my English questions into Chinese by the Darryl’s girlfriend, Judy, and then translation by our advertiser into his mother’s native dialect from her home in rural China, and then
all over again for the answers. This interview was constructed from the sparse notes taken and translated by Judy, who has
no journalism background, on that mild October afternoon on a small island near Kaohsiung.
Chen Li Xiou Feng 陳李小鳳 was born on February 1st, 1907. She was born and raised in Wenlin County in China’s
Zhejiang Province by her mother, Her Mei Niang 何美娘 and her father, a successful fishnet maker, Lee Cheng Sho 李振
修, along with two brother and two sisters.
Now she lives on Cijin Island (a very small island accessible by underwater tunnel from Kaohsiung) and, at 100 years old, is
the only surviving member of her birth family. She lives alone. She can’t speak Chinese or Taiwanese (she only speaks the
local dialect from her home province). She cooks for herself and sews and prays daily. She is a remarkable woman.
Chen came from a wealthy family. Foot binding was most common in China’s upper classes as the women were not required

“they gradually folded the foot in half

”

to do any difficult physical labor that foot binding would impede. Chen’s feet were first bound when she was six years old.
This means that Chen’s feet were first bound around 1913 – two years after foot binding was officially banned in China.
Although foot binding continued after the ban in some remote regions, it was only under threat of the most severe penalty.
Although this is not confirmed by other sources, according to Wikipedia, “women were told to unwrap their feet lest they
be killed.”
This would place Chen among the last of the estimated 2 billion of her countrywomen to have their feet bound throughout
history – and at 100 years old she’s surely one of the last living survivors of this tradition.
Foot binding was a long and painful process. Mothers would begin binding their daughters’ feet by folding all of the toes,
except the big toe, underneath the foot and binding them in place with a long strip of cloth. Eventually this would create a
steeply curved arch and fold in the sole. Basically they gradually folded the foot in half, stretching muscles and tendons and
breaking the soft young bones, and keeping it that way with constant pressure from bandages. Of course this could lead to
all sorts of disfigurations and infections, or even parts of (or whole) feet dying and rotting.
Chen’s mother began binding Chen’s feet, and then after a few years Chen began to wrap her own feet. She was only allowed
to wash her feet once a year, as her mother feared that unwrapping them would reverse the process. According to Chen, her
feet became very smelly and she wanted to wash them more often.
Now, after a lifetime of walking on her toes, Chen has almost no feeling left in her feet. And, since the last company that
manufactured shoes for women with bound feet closed more than 20 years ago, she sews her own shoes.
For about one thousand years small feet were a sign of status and beauty in China. They helped to assure that a woman would
be able to marry well. Lest we judge this painful practice, we should first ask ourselves how many women wax their legs
(and other more sensitive areas) regularly, pluck their eyebrows, diet, surgically enhance their breasts, undergo facial plastic
surgery, char their bodies under heat lamps or endure any other number of painful or uncomfortable procedures in our own
culture in pursuit of physical beauty. True, none of these procedures is as painful or debilitating as foot binding (except for,
perhaps, anorexia), but we must be prepared to critically examine our own culture before we judge another based on it.
According to Chen she married a loving husband at the age of 17, bore seven children and lived a long happy life. Now
she has 14 grandchildren and five great grandchildren and leads a serene, albeit isolated, life in her modest home on Cinjin
Island. X

My humanity is bound up in yours, for we can only be human together
~ Desmond Tutu
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Front Page: Chen’s feet in her hand sewn shoes. Top: Chen’s favourite ntique
glamour photos and her comb. Above: An x-ray of bound feet. Left: Mz. Chen
Bottom: Chen’s hand sewn slippers and her feet.
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Reflection

Corona

“Have you been to Jeju Island?”

We’re sitting around a table in a restaurant
– five of us – in various states of disrepair.
The room is filled with awkward pauses
as the conversation tries to perpetuate itself. Someone talks about his trip to Hong
Kong, and then we’re all trying to impress
one another with our knowledge of Asia.
“Have you seen Angkor Wat yet?”

“I’ve been to Vietnam. I think it’s much
better than Thailand.”
This is how it always goes. If I could somehow retreat into the corner of the room I
would. I get to thinking about poisonous snakes and the disregard most reptiles
seem to have for hot pavement. I wouldn’t
mention this to my present acquaintances.
They’d rather hear stories of shopping excursions and spiritual growth—these two
not being exclusive of each other. They
don’t worry about hot pavement. They write
blogs about their lives in foreign countries.
And who am I to judge them? What have
I done?
In a moment of reverie I’m removed from
their midst – this is good because I hate
Hong Kong and don’t want to show it. Better to hide a while, like a reptile.
***
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‘Wo’, a word signifying “I” or “me” or
“myself,” the character is derived from a
pictograph, the pictograph representing
two spears side by side. It represents a time
long ago when we rode horses and fought
bravely against Mongols. Great walls were
erected against the sky.
Farmers and other peasant were, as they are
now, the means through which military endeavors were exercised. Upon their shoulders great walls and stories of fearless generals were erected. From their mouths stories
of Chinese New Years swam, as well as utterances of respect for anyone old enough
or dead enough to be Confucius.
They’re swimming in the rice paddies now,
and farther north they’re choking in the dry
dust of wheat fields. Rice in the south and
noodles in the north; we don’t know where
we are – north or south. I’m neither. I’m
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west, I think.
The word “I” signifying “me.” I who sits
staring at a television turned off. There are
no movies today. The apartment swelters
as I paddle through the air. The television
is like a closed eyelid. Behind it is a wall.
In the wall is a rectangle of frosted glass.
This rectangle is my window. Outside I will
be reminded of the tropics. Inside I’m only
reminded of myself – my reflection in the
glass tube.
I turn down Uriah Heep and go outside.
Some say they (Uriah Heep), peaked creatively with Demons and Wizards. We all
peak creatively at one time or another, but
musicians peak more because they’re famous and women love them.
I wonder if I had a girlfriend: would she
leave me for a member of Uriah Heep? Not
likely. Their star has fallen rather low. Even
a member of Deep Purple would have trouble getting recognized on a subway.
I have friends who think they’ll one day
achieve something great and thereby live
forever. I wonder, then, at the confusion of
so many famous people. It seems to me that
the men and women we remember were
never there. How could we have known
them? What could they have been except
hope?
This rectangle of frosted glass; set upon it

are 54 rows of stringed beads, also translucent and frosted like the window. They
serve as a curtain, refracting light further
and further from its source. That light dies
in here, beneath the refrigerator.
***

‘Shiang’, a word expressing “desire,” or in
some cases “thought”. The radical beneath,
denotes the heart, so this character may
be translated as “the desire of the heart”
or “what is held dear”. It’s a word rich in
meanings.
I’m outside now. The heat is beating down.
I’m getting on my bicycle and heading toward the trail. The trail is a length of desiccated boards installed on an old railroad.
The railroad once ran north-south, along
the coast. It was probably built by the Japanese – an enterprising and mysterious race.
I don’t speak here of the ‘Asian mystery’.
There’s no mystery in Asia. None at all.
That’s precisely what’s so mysterious about
it.
Someday I’d like to take a trip to mysterious Liechtenstein. I’m told you can hear
the tubas through the smoke of the transit
lounge, the national socialists they stamped
out. Ah, the wisdom of the… west?
So, I get on the bike and glance up at the
building where I live; a square of polyvinyl

First they ignore you. Then they laugh at you. Then they fight you. Then you win.
~ Mahatma Gandhi

siding with windows perforating the walls.
I live on the first floor.
Beside it the road bakes like mom’s chocolate chip cookies, a spongy expanse of asphalt that I ride on until I arrive at the next
road. And then another road. And then a
third road that leads to the bike trail, which
is not at all a bike trail but an old railroad
built by the Japanese for transporting flying squirrels to concentration camps in the
south.
The houses are all glued together. A labyrinth of right angles leads me where I’m going. I possess an instinct for finding things.
Otherwise how would I know where to
go? How could I possibly remember? It’s
important to remember that all the people
in these square houses don’t exist when
they leave my sight. They only exist during
the moments I see them. When I don’t see
them they’re recycled back into the purgatory of non-existence.
My feet press down on pedals that strain
against a chain. The chain is pulled around
by a rusted wheel, and the motion of the
chain turns the larger wheel. As I balance
I turn handlebars which direct the motion
of the bicycle. This isn’t meant to be a scientific explanation. There’s no need for momentum and centrifugal force when you’re
on the way to a place whose name you dare
not speak.
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The world moves beneath me. Why is it that
I’m now in a diorama? I made this diorama
out of a Nike box and a sheet of construction paper taken from school. I called my
diorama ‘Way of the Ninja’ because I was 10
and fascinated with anything Japanese. Do
you remember Sho Kosugi? Stephen Hayes?
The careworn copies of Inside Kung Fu and
all the Bruce Lee movies our parents suffered
through on our account? That’s why I’m the
way I am today. It also has something to do
with the Japanese and the Nintendo Entertainment System.
You remember that place, don’t you? The arcade on Sunday morning, begged quarters
quickly emptied into the Strider console and
the Space Harrier console with the strange
joystick, or even the Pac-Man/Ms. Pac-Man/
Super Pac-Man. No harm in that, we’re all
going to the same place anyway. Yes, that’s
right, to the concentration camp for flying
squirrels.
All of this mythologizing has led me to mysterious Asia (though Asia is not as mysterious as Liechtenstein or Pasco, Washington).
I haven’t learned any Confucian wisdom.
I don’t know any martial arts. I’ve learned
that the world is full of people who grew up
watching Bruce Lee and playing Space Harrier just like I did. We were all dreaming the
same thing.
***
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‘Hue’, meaning “to return” or “go back”. One
square inside another, like a corridor leading
to the place we all want to go. I’m sorry to say
it doesn’t resemble a vagina in the least.
God made languages to undo the world. This
is why Adam had to name everything, so that
he could set the clock ticking. Latin phrases
whose length, irrelevance, and general pointlessness presently escape me. Mayan codices
and Aztec calendar stones. The Aztecs never
wrote anything down, and so they were never
pressed upon by the likes of Cicero or Confucius. One wonders what they did without
writing, what they did without the world
of words. They were given plague blankets.
They were recruited for a cast recording of the
Book of Mormon. They weren’t allowed to be
insightful.
Insightful. There’s a certain fabric that some
women wear that always gives me an erection. It doesn’t matter how old the woman
is, how thin, how malnourished, how panicstricken. If she is clothed in that fabric I will
have at least a momentary erection. That fabric is more insightful that all the poets and all
the sages because it gives me a hard-on and
that’s all I really care about – at least when I
have one.
Buildings are erected in the manner of a penis. Video games are not erected, they’re designed or programmed. At one time a legion
of small men (I cannot imagine them being
large with their job description), wrote the

code that became Super Mario Brothers,
which is certainly the most astounding thing
to ever blast across the consciousness of a
seven-year-old visiting a department store in
downtown Seattle.
Outside, boats bleat their way into a harbor
on a cool morning, and inside there’s a small
mustached man jumping into sewer pipes.
Poetry, if not in motion, then in simulated
movement. Electrons are gathered.
Throughout World 1-1
I’m on my bicycle. I pass fluorescent green
bushes here and there, with masses of brick
hanging from the sky. In the faces of some, in
the faces of a few glimpsed through windows,
I see flashing question marks. I could leap up
at them if I wanted to. I could break them
apart.
A small flower grows on the corner of a busy
street. Heat comes up from the road. I want
to go back inside but I also want to go on.
The flower moves in the wind. The flower
shines like fire. The sun is the greatest fire of
all. Can we ingest fire as we ingest oxygen?
Respiration – like feet turning pedals and the
bicycle moving forward.
***

家
‘Jia’, meaning “family” or “house” or at other
times, “home”. The greatest castle of all looms
up ahead. There’s a flag there for me.

III
Geography
17,333,732 square miles: the highest point of
which is Mount Everest in Nepal, the lowest
point of which is the Dead Sea in Israel. It’s
bounded in the east by the Pacific Ocean, in
the north by the Arctic Ocean, in the south
by Australia and the Indian Ocean, and in
the east by the Red Sea and other territorial boundaries of somewhat indeterminate
status. Forty countries and approximately 4
billion souls. The largest city is Tokyo. Other
popular destinations include Hong Kong,
Singapore, Bangkok, Mumbai, Shanghai,
Seoul, and more places that people call home.
Countless languages and religions that would
perplex both the most rational and the most
spiritual of minds. All of the above is Asia.
We’re sitting in a Mexican restaurant in Taiwan. You might think that Mexican restaurants are hard to come by in Taiwan, and
you’d be correct. There aren’t a lot of Mexicans in Taiwan. The owners of this particular
restaurant are Taiwanese via California. They
learned how to cook Mexican cuisine from
books, from the Internet, or, at best, from an
American who isn’t Mexican. The burritos
have been stir-fried and the taco salad tastes
of MSG. Overall, however, the presentation
reminds one of the restaurants back in Portland, if not Mexico City. One need not speak
Spanish to order, but Mandarin helps.
A very fat man is soon to be married, and
his fiancée is sitting meekly by his side. She’s
afraid to join the conversation. She isn’t quite
following it yet. I wonder what the hell they
talk about when they’re alone. He’s going to
marry her and yet they don’t seem able to
communicate.
The large man from Texas is telling me about

the life they have waiting for them back in
the ‘States. Of course not in Taiwan. He’s
telling me about the new job he’s got waiting
for him over there, and all the fantastic turns
their future will take the minute they set foot
on American soil. They’ll eat at all the great
Chinese restaurants in San Antonio, and his
new wife won’t miss Taiwan at all. They’ll
go to this Chinese supermarket he knows of
– because of course Texas has a booming Chinese population – and she’ll be able to cook
food just like her mother would have made.
She’ll teach Chinese in a private school, and
they’ll make loads of money because everyone
in the United States wants to learn Chinese
now. Everyone there is studying Confucius
and learning how to draw their characters
from left to right.
He’s telling me how wonderfully the telephone job interview went. The people in
Texas think he’s an “extraordinary young
man,” and are impressed with his knowledge
of “Asian culture.” I find myself wondering
what Asian culture they’re talking about. Is
there really some common thread between
Seoul and Mumbai? Between Jakarta and
Vladivostok?
Anthropology 472A, Winter 2006.
Special Studies in Anthropology.
Travel in East Asia.
To the left you will find a syllabus, class notes,
class assignments, and useful links. What follows below is an overview of the course.

Larry Evans – Gallery Talk. “Past and Persistence of Vision: New Photography and Video
from Tibet”. This is at the art museum. Admission is free on Thursdays. We aren’t supposed to remember that Tibet is now part of
China. This takes away the mystery. Asian
mystery is allowed to sit next to Asian culture on the bus, and it rides for free because
it’s very old. China and Tibet are allowed to
be mysterious when they’re exclusive of one
another, but together they’re not mysterious
and this disappoints Larry Evans.
Finally, a film festival from the Filipino Diaspora. Probably not the Filipino action films
that Filipinos actually watch – mustachioed
men resembling a young Burt Reynolds with
more testosterone and women with generous
breasts in need of rescue. The films have very
low-grade special effects, but also an overall
charm that the producers of Filipino film festivals fail to understand.
I’m sitting in the Mexican restaurant and the
Texan has left. He’s taken his wife with him.
I’m sitting alone. I’m not speaking Spanish.
I’m more comfortable with Mandarin and so
is the person who made my food. I wonder if
the man from Texas and his wife are already
on the plane. He grips her hand firmly as he
drags her back to Texas. She never said goodbye to all of the family members he dislikes so
intensely. Sometimes people lose their bearings and then realize that they never left the
place they started from. X

“Traveling in Nature, Reimagining the Globe,
Japanese Tourism in the Rocky Mountains.”
12:30 – 2 PM, McCormack Hall.
This is what a Fellow from the University of
California in Berkeley thinks what Japanese
people think of the Rocky Mountains. His
name is Japanese so we’re supposed to believe
him. There can be no dissent. He’s an expert.
In fact he’s a double expert, because he’s both
Japanese and also a professor who professes
knowledge of the Japanese.

The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of all true art and science
~ Albert Einstein
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From the Road
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As the icy cold water hit my spine and worked its way up to my ear,
I smiled. It was one of the most refreshing feelings of my life. I was
soaking wet in the midst of thousands of revelers in the 45 degree
Celsius heat on Khoa San Road in Bangkok, Thailand.
The “Water Festival during Songkran” marks Thai New Year. Songkran
means “to move” or “to change place” in Thai. It’s supposed to be the
day when the sun changes its position in the zodiac. Thailand’s traditional calendar, like most in Southeast Asia, is a lunisolar calendar,
however Songkran is not set by astrological calculation but fixed on
April 13th. It’s more popularly known as the “Water Festival” because
people believe that water will wash away bad luck. Songkran also
falls in April – the hottest time of the year in Thailand, at the end of
the dry season.
On Phuket, the Water Festival turned into a week long party as both
tourists and locals were armed with an array of spraying weapons
and plaster. Every tourist and local I ran in to was in good spirits but
a few nervously shouted, “Hey! I have a camera!” and people held
their fire. As we hauled our luggage through the battle I could see
that people were granting us short-term immunity.
In Bangkok, the use of plaster is more widespread. The tradition
was started by monks to mark holiday blessings. People would often pet my face and arms smudging the plaster paste on me. That,
coupled with water coming from every direction, makes for quite a
hectic scene.
Local shop-owners and their families roamed the sidewalks with
bowls of water and garden hoses, drenching each other and every
passerby.
For Thais the water festival is great fun but it’s not the heart of this
festival. The festival is for people to come home to visit their parents,
pay respect to them, and usually bring them a small gift. Thai tradition teaches that parents have given to their children everything,
and this is the when children are supposed to show them that they
recognize their parents’ favor.
People also visit their older neighbors to keep the good relationships and to pay respect to the elders around the neighborhood.
For these reasons the Songkran days are also considered family days
and elderly days. X
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Kuala Lumpur

From the Road

By W. Ruth Kozak

If you haven’t seen this place, you haven’t seen the world.
~British writer Somerset Maugham, referring to Malaysia.

A

s I stepped off the plane at Kuala Lumpur
International Airport I felt as though I’d landed
in a space-age wonderland. The city skyline rises
out of a misty green landscape, pierced by the spires of the
Petronas Twin Towers, once the tallest towers in the world,
and the single minaret of the Menora telecommunications
tower.
From the futuristic sleek, space-age high-rises to the ornate
colonial buildings, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia’s capital, is an
architect’s dream offering old-world charm, history, unique
cuisine and a melding of various cultures.

buys at the British India in the Lot 10 shopping complex too.
Prices are low and quality is high.
After my first day of exploring the area around my hotel, I
treated myself to a meal at one of the Mandarin Oriental’s
exclusive restaurants. Whether you’re eating at an upscale restaurant or one of the many outdoor patio cafes, dining in Malaysia is a gastronomic adventure offering culinary styles from
Malay to Chinese to Indian as well as others. I chose satay,
skewers of marinated chicken served with a spicy peanut dip
accompanied with ketupa (rice cubes boiled in palm leaf ),
and a cucumber salad.

The city began as a tin mining settlement in the late 1880’s
and grew over the next 125 years into a bustling metropolis
of two million people. Kuala Lumpur means “muddy confluence” in
Malaysian and is called The Garden
City of Light because of its beautiful parks, gardens and brilliantly lit,
ultra-modern buildings.

You need more than a few days to take in all the sights in
this remarkable city. Because I was only there for a short time

On arriving at the luxurious Mandarin Oriental Hotel, I was
graciously greeted by staff dressed in traditional Malay garb.
The hotel is next door to the famous Petronas Towers, owned
by the Petronas Petroleum Company. These towering edifices,
which were designed in the Islamic architectural style of the
eight point star, stand 452 meters high and are connected
by a sky-bridge mid-way up. You must line up at 8am at the
entrance to obtain your free ticket to enter the towers. Because of my short stay in K.L. I was unable to obtain one,
so I walked a few blocks to the Menora Telecommunications
Tower, the fifth tallest tower in the world. From the observation deck I was treated to a sweeping panoramic view of the
city.

before heading north to the islands, I took a city tour to get a
taste of the exotic fares of Kuala Lumpur’s sensory feast.

“

Through its intricately designed mosaic
entrance I found a variety of artifacts

Sandwiched between the Mandarin Oriental Hotel and the
Petronas Towers is the extravagant Suria KLCC, a shopping
centre that’s home to every designer brand – and I mean the
real goods, not copies! Alongside Gucci and Versace are wellknown brands such as Bata Shoes and The Gap. I spent a
half-day there browsing and sampling the variety of excellent
restaurants. In spite of its exclusive shops, the prices aren’t
outrageous. The Malaysian ringit has a low exchange rate,
which makes Malaysia a shopper’s paradise. There are good
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The first stop on the city tour passes by Kuala Lumpur’s birthplace at the murky intersection of the Klan and the Gombak
Rivers. Here stands the quaint Masjid Jameh Mosque, styled
after the Mogul mosques of North India. All around it are
the first of the Moorish-style colonial buildings, including the
courts, built in the mid 1800s. This is the Official Quarter
where the British administrators built their offices around the
Padang, a field that used to be a police parade ground and
venue for cricket matches. Overlooking the square is the Selangor Club. Built in 1890 this charming mock-Tudor building is where Kuala Lumpur’s high society once held court.
Here, at Merdaka Square is the spot where the Union Jack
was lowered on Aug. 31, 1957 signifying the end of British
colonial rule. Now the 100 meter flagpole proudly displays
the Malaysian flag.
Across a wide swath of green lawn, surrounded by a high
black iron fence, is the Istana Negara, the official residence
of the King of Malaysia. It’s a sumptuous yellow building
that was once occupied by a wealthy Chinese man and his
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Travel Information
Getting Around
The city has an efficient transportation network including a light rail
transit (LRT) known as STAR. Trains operate from 6am to 11.20pm
daily with extended hours during holidays. Air conditioned buses operate within the city. An overhead monorail system loops
through the city’s Golden Triangle (business district), and runs past
most of the high-traffic areas.
There are numerous car rentals or taxis can be hired from taxi stands,
hailed at the roadside or paged through a radio-phone system.
The K.L. Railway Station offers tickets to any destination on the Peninsula.

seven wives. Yellow is the royal color and, once upon a time in
Malaysia, you could be shot for wearing yellow.
In front of the gold crested gates the horse guards perform a
changing of the guard ritual reminiscent of that in London.
Malaysia gained independence from the Britain on Aug. 31,
1957. To avoid rivalry, the nine Sultans of Malaysia take turns
every five years as King. The country is governed by a Prime
Minister from the city of Putrajaya, just outside of Kuala Lumpur
From the palace and elegant law-courts, we drove to Lake
Gardens Park where the original settlement started. This park
sprawls over 200 acres and is home to the world’s largest covered bird aviary, a walk-in free flight area for about 3,000 birds
comprising 200 species and a butterfly sanctuary where you
can watch more than 6,000 butterflies of various species flutter
around a tropical rainforest. There are also Orchid and Hibiscus Gardens, which pays tribute to the bunga raya, Malaysia’s
national flower.

Accommodations
A wide range of accommodations are available in Kuala Lumpur,
from international-standard hotels and resorts to Bed and Breakfasts and Hostels.
Money
All credit cards are accepted and ATMs are readily available.
Contact:
Tourism Malaysia Headquarters
17th Floor, Menara Dato’ Onn, Putra World Trade Centre, 45, Jalan
Tun Ismail
50480, Kuala Lumpur
Phone: (603) 2615 -8188
Fax: (603) 2693-5884/ 2693- 0207
Email: enquiries@tourism.gov.my
Website: www.tourismmalaysia.gov.my

At the National Museum I wandered through galleries displaying the eclectic Malaysian cultural history. Malay are the largest
ethnic group, accounting for over half the population and the
national language: 60 per cent of the Malays are Muslims who
co-exist with the Chinese Buddhists and Indian Hindus. The
blend of these cultures is displayed in their architecture, crafts,
the cuisine and the colorful clothing worn by the people.
The National Mosque is an architectural wonder with a blue
umbrella roof that cover up to 5,000 people. The Islamic Arts
Museum is nearby. Through its intricately designed mosaic
entrance I found a variety of artifacts including ceramics, glassware, porcelain, scrolls and bronzes, as well as many textile and
jewelry exhibits from India.
That evening, as I sat by the sparkling roof-top swimming pool
at the Mandarin Oriental, I sipped a cocktail garnished with
an orchid, and listened to the captivating, mystical sound of a
Muezzin’s call to prayer wafting over the rooftops. My visit to
this beautiful city was brief, but it was long enough to convince
me that Somerset Maugham was right. “If you haven’t seen this
place, you haven’t seen the world”. X

The World is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page
~ Saint Augustine
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A Brief Political History

By Chris Scott
Photography Courtesy of The U.S. Campaign for Burma
and Rob Coles
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On Sept. 18 of this year protests erupted
throughout Burma (also known as Myanmar).
The country’s Buddhist monks had given the
ruling military dictatorship until Sept. 17 to
apologize for firing at monks participating in
peaceful protests over steep increases in fuel
prices. The government refused, so thousands of
monks took to the streets followed by Burmese
citizens. The marches swelled to an estimated
100,000 participants. Their anger was aimed at
the military dictatorship, which has ruled the
country ruthlessly and incompetently for 45
years, but they may as well have been protesting
the existence of Burma itself.
The modern state of Burma was born of blood
and fire during the first half of the19th Century. Caught between the expanding empires
of England to the west in India, and France to
the east in Indo-China, the collection of city
states and minor kingdoms that comprised
Burma was doomed to be invaded. It was the
British who struck first, attacking in 1824 and
annexing Arakan and Tenasserim to British
India. They invaded again in 1852, this time
annexing Pegu. After watching the colonization of the rest of the region, King Mindon of
Mandalay undertook an aggressive campaign
to modernize his army and play the British and
French off against each other. He deftly navigated a diplomatic course between the two empires, but he couldn’t stave off the imperialists
forever. The British invaded Mandalay in 1885,
crushing Mindon’s army in a month and Burma
became a province of British India. The British
spent the next four years “pacifying” the new
province. Resisters were traced to their homes,
whereupon British soldiers would raze the entire
village. The tactic was successful, but the seeds
of hatred and mistrust sown by this brutality
still bear their bitter fruit to this day.
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Burma thrived economically as part of the British Empire and became one of the wealthiest
nations in South-east Asia. It was the world’s
largest exporter of rice, produced three quarters of the world’s teak and enjoyed a healthy
oil industry. Education under the British was
widespread and effective and Burma achieved
a high literacy rate. However, the British were
arrogant rulers, disdainful of the culture. This
disrespect came to a head over what the English referred to as the “Shoe Question”. British
visitors to pagodas in Burma refused to remove
their shoes, as was the custom. Monks, tired of
this disrespect, began to physically evict them.
One monk was sentenced to life in prison for
“attempted murder” after one such altercation.
Another, U Wisara, was martyred after he undertook a 166-day hunger strike protesting a
rule forbidding him from wearing his robes in
prison. Ever since, Buddhists have led the Burmese resistance against injustice.
During the Second World War, many Burmese
saw the advancing Japanese empire as an opportunity to throw off the yoke of British imperialism. Aung San, commander of the Thirty Comrades, went to Japan for training and from 1942
to 1944 led his Burmese Independence Army,
in association with Japan, against the British.
But Japanese imperialism apparently didn’t
measure up well against British imperialism,
and Aung San later switched sides to fight with
the British against the Japanese. After ousting
the Japanese the British helped to set up a transitional government with Aung San as its head.
But, before he could realize his dream of an
independent Burma, Aung San and six cabinet
members were assassinated in July 1947.
Burmese independence was officially declared on

January 4, 1948, but without strong leadership
chaos reigned. In 1962 the Burmese military,
led by General Ne Win, ousted the government
in a coup and installed a one-party socialist dictatorship. Burma has spiraled downwards ever
since. Violent suppression of dissent became the
norm. In 1988 (the last time Burma saw protests as large as today), protests over economic
mismanagement and corruption led to the massacre of thousands by the military.
There were more protests in 1990 following
Burma’s first open elections in 30 years. Aung
San Su Kyi (who would later win the Nobel
Peace Prize), led the National League for Democracy (NLD) party to a landslide victory,
capturing 80% of the seats. The military Socialist Programme Party won just 2%. The election
result was ignored by the military and Aung
San Su Kyi began a long period of house arrests,
spending twelve of the following 18 years captive in her home, while the military remained
in power.
Under the rule of the socialist military government, Burma’s many ethnic minorities (the government recognizes 135 of them), have endured
repression ranging from discrimination to rape,
torture, murder, and genocide. Some of these
groups, mistrustful of central authority, have
taken up arms against the leadership. While
cease-fires have been signed with most of them,
they remain deeply suspicious of the central
government. To them, even a party as progressive as the NLD represents a country they were
forced to join under threat of death. So, if the
military dictatorship were to relinquish power
(as many wish it would), it would be unlikely
Burma, as we know it, would survive. The most
active resistors would probably try to secede
from a democratized Burma and join their kin

+

in neighboring countries.
Today Burma is a shadow of its former self.
Rather than standing among the richest nations
in the region, it ranks among the poorest. Reliable statistics are hard to come by, but those
available paint a bleak picture. The government
claims an official literacy rate of just 18 % in
order to qualify for least developed nation status
so that it can receive preferential treatment from
aid donors. Even so, aid to the country stands
at just $2.50 per person, compared to $63 per
person in neighboring Laos. Although Burma is
still blessed with abundant resources, the profits
from their use go almost exclusively to the military, with little or no wealth trickling down to
ordinary citizens.
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In one respect, however, Burma is still a world
leader. The military dictatorship’s leaders, like
King Mindon in the 19th century, are masters
of diplomatic triangulation. Their job is admittedly much easier than Mindon’s was. Whereas
Mindon had the British and French to play off
against one another, the current leadership deals
with the USA, EU, ASEAN, Japan, China, and
India. It’s been relatively easy for them to put
these parties at cross-purposes without ceding
autonomy to any of them. Even China,with
its ‘ask no questions’ foreign policy and heavy
investment in Burmese oil and gas fields was
unable to convince the junta to exercise any restraint in the latest round of protests.

The world’s leaders, while talking about democracy and human rights, are, in reality, doing
little more than vying for influence with the
very thugs that they claim to oppose. The USA,
which has the most comprehensive sanctions
against Burma, still allows rubies, of which Burma provides 90% of the world’s supply, to enter
the country as long as they were cut outside of
Burma. The USA does this with full knowledge
of the horrors of gemstone mining in Burma,
including slave labor and forced drug injections
to boost productivity. It’s also fully aware that
the wealth generated by this industry overwhelmingly benefits the elite. This represents
the extreme end of the scale. Other countries
have milder sanctions, while some have none at
all. China has kept Burma’s dictatorship off the
agenda at the UN, while the countries of the
ASEAN are more than willing to buy whatever
resources the regime is selling.
Breaking a regime such as this comes down to
a matter of political willpower. The dictatorship in Burma has bent China to its will and
has repeatedly shown willingness to massacre its
own citizens to hold onto the reins of power.
In this contest, the Burmese military has shown
that real will lies in their hands. Unless another
power is willing to challenge them on their own
terms, then what can Burma do but continue
to bleed? X
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Want to do something about the situation in Burma? Donate
money? Learn more? Volunteer? Check out the following resources:
The US Campaign for Burma - www.uscampaignforburma.org
The Democratic Voice of Burma - http://english.dvb.no/
Amnesty International Burma Campaign: http://www.amnesty.org/
actnow/
Merlin Medical Relief Charity: http://www.merlin.org.uk/
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Taiwan’s countryside is full of surprises. You never know
when you’ll come across something like a mountain of
salt, a giant mango or a beautifully decorated temple.
One day, while out for a drive in Tainan County, I
discovered the Five Regent Kings (Dai Tien Fu) Temple,
a colossal structure whose innards show that Heaven and
Hell are not reserved for Christians alone. Daoists also
have their own version of Heaven and Hell. The city
of Madou, about a 40-minute drive north of Tainan on
Highway 19, is home to several giant dragons, within
which reside motion-activated animatronics representing
Daoist Heaven and Hell.
The giant Dragons stand guard over the Dragon Spring.
During the Qin Dynasty, Emperor Kang Xi (1662
– 1722) heard about a pool with great geomantic (feng
shui) powers. It was said that the powers of the pool
would one day produce a great emperor (some joke that
since Chen Shui Bian comes from the area he is the
emperor they’ve been waiting for).
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Fearing a rival to his throne, the Emperor had the pool sealed with
fallen Ming dynasty officials’ seals, camphor logs and other things,
and for two hundred years the dragons of the Dragon Spring slept.
According to the laws of feng shui the sealing of such powerful
geomantic forces can only last for 180 years, but it wasn’t until 1956
that a jitong (spirit medium), ordered the people of Madou to build a
temple, revive the spring and release the trapped geomantic forces.
Now several giant dragons stand guard over the spring.
For NT$40, you can walk inside of the dragons and visit Daoist
Heaven and Hell.

First you must choose whether you want to go to Heaven or Hell.
In Heaven you’ll be greeted by Qi Tien Da Shen (a.k.a. the Monkey
God, or Hanuman). Qi Tien Da Shen is known from the Indian legend
Ramayana for helping Rama rescue his wife from the demon king
of Lanka. He’s also famous for helping the Chinese Buddhist monk,
Xuan Cang, travel to India and back in the epic Chinese tale, Journey
to the West. Further on you’ll encounter Wu Huang Da Di (the Jade
Emperor), being venerated by his followers. He stands at the top of the
pantheon of Daoist gods as the Ruler of Heaven. As you continue you
will see the many joys Heaven has to offer: dancing girls, good eats,
mahjong, etc.
You’ll also encounter the story of Zi Nu and Niu Lang. Zi Nu was
one of seven daughters of the Goddess of Heaven, and Niu Lang was
a shepherd. The story goes that while the Zi Nu and her six heavenly
sisters were bathing in a river, Niu Lang stole their clothes as a joke. Zi
Nu was sent to retrieve the clothes and, since Niu Lang saw her naked,
they were ordered to be married. The Goddess of Heaven eventually
called her daughter back to Heaven but, out of sympathy for their love,
allowed her daughter to return to visit Niu Lang on the seventh day of
the seventh month of each lunar year – Chinese Valentine’s Day.
As you continue upward to the dragon’s head you will reach the
pinnacle of Heaven. Here is where many dancing Buddhist monks
reside and, in the back, Shakamuni Buddha with his followers in
Nirvana.
Having enjoyed the bliss of Heaven I encourage you to explore the
depths of Hell. Here you will encounter various judges proclaiming
punishments and the demons that dish them out. There are specific
punishments for each sin. I don’t want to give away all the hardships of
Hell, but to name a few: if you have no job and bully people you’ll be
run over by stream rollers; if you’ve committed adultery you’ll burn,
with particular anatomical parts being burned more than others; and
if you’re guilty of corruption you’ll have dogs and snakes snapping at
you for their meals. These are just a few of the pains of Hell graphically
represented by the motion sensor activated animatronics.
Although sinners must pay for their evil doings, there’s still hope.
Unlike Christian Hell, where you’re condemned for eternity (or until
Jesus comes to save your ass), in Daoist Hell there’s a way out. Once
you’ve paid your dues you can be reincarnated into an appropriate
form. And, from what I saw, being reincarnated as a cockroach would
be better than Hell. X
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From the Road

I

was a fresh-off-the-boat assistant language teacher with
the Japan Exchange & Teaching (JET). One day, I had absolutely
nothing to do so, out of boredom, I struck up a conversation with
the vice-principal of my school. He was a man in his 50s with a
nervous tic that caused him to blink wildly from time to time. I
mentioned to the VP that one of my hobbies is playing electric
guitar. He got really excited and rushed me off to another part of
the school.
He took me to a room where there were only a few students. The
VP said something to them in Japanese and then turned to me
and said, “We would like you play guitar at our school festival.”
I should note here that I play lead guitar, which generally
involves difficult riffs and improvised solos. I don’t sing. I’m not a
solo act; when I play guitar I usually play with a band.
I explained this to the VP, and then told him that my best friend
at the time, John Paul, was not only a highly talented musician,
he was also a graduate of this same high school. I figured he
would be a perfect candidate for a duo performance. But, of
course, I’d first have to find out if John Paul could come and play.
The VP listened and nodded. When I finished he said “How long
will you need? Is 30 minutes okay? Apparently he hadn’t understood (or had simply ignored), everything I said. Even though I
didn’t know if John Paul could play, I agreed.
I told the VP that I’d need an amplifier for the performance.
Again, he didn’t understand so he took me to Nakasa, one of our
Japanese English teachers. The VP spoke to Nakasa in Japanese,
and then turned to me and said, “Tell him what you need.”
The VP gave Nakasa the impression that the whole thing was my
idea, and left me to burden this awkward teacher with locating
an amplifier. I wasn’t even sure that he understood what I needed. I had three weeks to prepare for the festival. While I was away
at a teaching course, John told me that he couldn’t perform. So it
was going to be a 30-minute instrumental and, since I was away
from my guitar, I couldn’t even rehearse.
When I returned to work I saw that I was given a festival schedule
and, sure enough, there was my name with ‘Guitar Performance’
written in Japanese katakana. However, I still didn’t have an

amplifier, and Nakasa-sensei never mentioned it after the day we
were introduced. So I told a teacher in my broken Japanese that I
may not be able to perform for lack of an amplifier. He panicked
and ran off.
I decided that, since it looked like they were going to make me
play no matter what, I’d better do something. Luckily, I was able
to find a small used amp at a second-hand store for 4,000 yen
(about $32).
The day of the festival arrived. I was to be the finale at 11:45 a.m.
Before I went on they told me that I could play for as little as 20
minutes. I spent the morning practicing. However, when it came
time for me to go on stage, I realized that my amp (which I had
showed them beforehand), could not reach the closest electrical
outlet to the stage. I hoped that my guitar performance would
be canceled, but Nakasa found an extension cord.

People, whether
they know it or not, like their blues singers miserable. They like their blues singers to die afterwards
46 www.xpatmag.com
~ Janis Joplin
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At last, I took the stage in front of a gymnasium of curious eyes. My school had 550 students and
60 faculty and no one was going to miss the gaijin’s guitar show. This was probably the most
exciting event at this school in years. How often do they get foreign guitar shows out in the
rice paddies of this forgotten prefecture?
I turned on my small amp full blast and started off with “Under the Bridge” by the Chili Peppers, which I only screwed up slightly, and received a hearty applause. The next song was
Zepplin’s “Babe I’m Gonna Leave You”. This song is a bit tougher and I can’t play it standing up, so I sat on a chair. For the finale I pulled a Jimi Hendrix.
I told everyone that I was going to play a famous American song that they might have
heard before. I began playing a slow, simple version of the Star Spangled Banner.
Then, as I neared the end, I switched into chords and slowly began increasing the
tempo until I reached a ludicrous speed! When the tempo peaked I switched into
scales and ripped a guitar solo for a good two minutes. The solo was so hot that
it blistered the faces of students in the first few rows. Then once the solo was
finished, I switched back into chords and slowly turned down the heat; dropping into the last part of the Star Spangled Banner, holding the final note so
that people could catch their breath.
Through the smoke coming off my guitar I could see the students staring
at me in amazement. It was the coolest thing that they had ever seen.
After the show several groups of them came up to the stage to have
their pictures taken with me.
Back in the staffroom, however, I got several comments from
teachers saying things like, “That was a very... interesting performance,” which is what you say when you don’t know what to
say, but want to say something nice. Matsuda-sensei told me in
sage-like fashion: “When I saw you on stage, I could see your
childhood.”
Needless to say, I wasn’t asked perform the following year.

X
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The Homefront
I was rejected by the Mormon missionaries in a small Taiwanese town,
bedecked with false idols, “heathens”
and poly-theists.

numbers and I invited them to my
home the following week, to which
they wholeheartedly agreed.
By William M. Reyland Artwork By Mike Shurman

They were sitting outside the 7-Eleven
when I saw them – two of them sitting
on bent metal chairs. They were sucking down mysterious leather hot dogs.
I’d been living in Taiwan for over a year
in a polluted little town on the outskirts
of Kaohsiung City. I went there to finish
a book I had been working on and, as a
bonus, learn what it was like to live in a
toxic zone.
Seeing another foreign face in this town
was a rare event, which was exactly why
I chose it. I had work to do and, frankly,
I had little time and money to spend
hanging around other foreigners, many
of whom seem to have inexplicably
flown halfway around the world to spend
the majority of their time in westernized
establishments, drinking imported beer
and commiserating about the oddities of
Taiwanese culture.
There weren’t any foreigners where I lived,
so this really wasn’t an issue, but after a
year of mind-bending

solitude, I began to fantasize about having a concise conversation with someone
other than myself. In a moment of desperation, completely out of character for
myself, I made it a point to introduce myself when I walked out of the store.
As it turned out, Elder Able and Elder Levi,
both Mormon Missionaries, had ridden
their bikes twenty-five kilometers into my
town, not for the delicious hot dogs, but
with the sole purpose of spreading The
Word.
I noticed that during our conversation
which, by the way, was very enjoyable,
Able, the older of the two, eyed me suspiciously. It was as though my friendly, interested demeanor had somehow thrown
him off. “This guy is too easy,” he seemed
to be thinking. “There’s gotta’ be a catch.”
I’ve always found religion a fascinating
subject. It was the main reason for I wanted to live in Asia. Perhaps my enthusiasm,
coupled with the chance to have a coherent conversation, had something to do
with it. Anyway, I had a class to teach, so
we exchanged phone

Do not waste yourself in rejection; do not bark against the bad, but chant the beauty of the good
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

The following week, in preparation
for my guests, I mopped my floors,
bought snacks, and in an attempt to
make them comfortable, moved my Buddha images out of the front room. Oh, the
things we would talk about! On Monday
morning, wanting to confirm our symposium, I dug their wrinkled Jesus flyer out
of my book bag and dialed the number.
No answer.
On Tuesday I called again. No answer.
Tuesday night. No answer. Wednesday
morning. No answer.
I waited around all day on Wednesday,
thinking maybe they had bike trouble or
perhaps had come down with an illness
after eating those hot dogs. They never
did show up. A few weeks later, I thought
I spotted two peddling white shirts as I
was riding through town, which only
turned out to be two betel nut-chewing
men in flip flops.
I never saw Elder Able or Elder Levi again.
It’s a shame, because I really wanted to
hear what they had to say. Really. X
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Directory >

>> KAOHSIUNG ENTERTAINMENT

*** Please Note ***

Xpat’s entertainment listings are not rated for English ability because they all provide satisfactory service to English
speaking foreigners. Although most of the businesses listed
here do have English-speaking employees, some don’t. All
restaurants listed have English menus.

BARS/PUBS

Hotels

Cafés

Hostels/cheap hotels

Nightclubs
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Restaurants

Directory >
Enlgish Rating Key
E+

Perfect or nearly fluent

E

Can communicate clearly
for business transactions

E-

Can communicate with
some effort

>> KAOHSIUNG SERVICES
insurance

COMMUNITY SERVICES

E+
E+

second hand stores
C

C

Chinese only
If there’s no rating next
to a business, it’s because
we don’t know. If you
find out, let us know at
listings@xpatmag.com

Electronics
COMPUTER sales/REPAIR

sports clubs/gyms

E+

Language instruction

E+

E

E+

E+
E+

E+

GOVERNMENT
E

motorcycle/scooter
repair

bookstores
E+

C

E+

E+
E+
E+

counseling
Non-Profit Orgs

C

E+

E
E+

E+

DENTISTS

head shops
C

E

taxis
CHURCHES

E+

Housing agents

E
E+

E+

E+

translation
E
E

photography

E+

E+

DOCTORS/Medical
services

E-

E

import foods

E+

E

Pollution masks
E-

E+

E+

travel agents

C

E

E+

scuba diving

E
E+

E+

E

E+

E+
E+

Editing
E+

Clothing

E+

E+
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Directory >

>> TAICHUNG ENTERTAINMENT

*** Please Note ***

Xpat’s entertainment listings are not rated for English ability because they all provide satisfactory service to English
speaking foreigners. Although most of the businesses listed
here do have English-speaking employees, some don’t. All
restaurants listed have English menus.
BARS/PUBS

Cafés

Hotels

Restaurants

Nightclubs
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Directory >
English Rating Key

E+ E+
Perfect

>> TAICHUNG SERVICES
E+

or nearly fluent

E E
Can

communicate clearly
for business transactions
communicate with
some effort
only

E+

E+

E- ECan

C C
Chinese

mechanics

import foods

doctors / medical
services

E+

E+
E+

E+

moving

If there’s no rating next
to a business, it’s because
we don’t know. If you
find out, let us know at
listings@xpatmag.com

scooter/motorcycle
rentals
E+
E-

barbers/stylists

E+

museums

E+

tattoos

E+
E

airport shuttle
C

government

optometrists

E+

translation

E+
E+

clothing

E+

E+

international org's

photography
E+

E+

E
E+

E+

travel agents

pollution filter masks
E+

head shops
computer sales/repair

E+

E+

insurance

E+

E+

E+

scuba diving

E+

E+

hospitals
dance instruction

E+

language instruction

E
E+

veterinarians
E+

dentists
E+

E+

housing agents
sports clubs/gyms

E+
E+

design services
E+

E+
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Directory >

>> TAINAN ENTERTAINMENT

*** Please Note ***

Hotels

Xpat’s entertainment listings are not rated for English ability because they all provide satisfactory service to English
speaking foreigners. Although most of the businesses listed
here do have English-speaking employees, some don’t. All
restaurants listed have English menus.
BARS/PUBS

Nightclubs

Cafés

Directory >
east coast

>> ALL ISLAND DESTINATIONS
taichung & area

E+

E+

E+

tainan & area
E+

kenting & area
E+

taipei & area
E+
E+
E+

E+
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Directory >
E+

English Rating Key

>> TAINAN SERVICES
E+

Perfect or nearly fluent

E+

Can communicate clearly
for business transactions

E

E-

E
E

E+

E

E+

Can communicate with
some effort
Chinese only

C

If there’s no rating next
to a business, it’s because
we don’t know. If you
find out, let us know at
listings@xpatmag.com

E+

mechanics

computer repair

optometrists
E+
E+

gynecologists
E

pharmacies

E+

C

E

translation
dance instruction
Acupuncture

E+

housing agents

E-

photography

E+

E+

E

dentists
E

airport shuttle

import foods

C

E+
E

pollution filter masks
E+

arts/education
E-

E+

travel agents
E+

scuba diving

barbers/stylists
E+

E

design services
E

EE+

E+

E+
E+

veterinarians

E
E+

doctors / medical
services

bookstores
C

E

blue trucks

E+

second hand stores

C

C
C

insurance
E+

E

C

cleaners
C

sports clubs/gyms
church

E

E+

E+

language instruction
government

E+

E

E+

clothing

E+

C

E+
E+

E+
E+
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Do you have a media or
business related degree?
Want to gain
practical experience
in your field?
Xpat is looking for:
A Managing Editor
A Creative Director
Web Designers
Graphic Designers
Sales People
Writers
Artists
For more information got to

www.xpatmag.com/jobs.htm
contact:
Darryl
0910 506911
englishintaiwan@hotmail.com

漂流者
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